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Abstract: Porosity and permeability is plays an important effect in the production of oil and gas in a reservoir. The 

accumulation of oil and gas plays a very important role in the formation of gas reservoir. In other to have a better flowrate 

in a reservoir, this paper presents a smart system that will be used in estimating the permeability and porosity in carbonate 

rocks. The methodology or technique used in this work is Random Forest Classifier. Random Forest Classifier was used 

in training a machine model for classifying the porosity and permeability in carbonate rocks. The model was trained using 

a reservoir data consist of a total of 14 columns which was reduced to just three columns. The reduction was done by 

selecting just the most important feature by means of feature extraction. The model was trained using just the selected 

features with an estimator function of 100, the model for evaluate based on accuracy and precision. The result generated 

shows that the model achieved an accuracy of about 100%. The model was saved and deployed to production using 

python flask. The result of the deployed model shows a correct classification of the porosity and permeability in carbonate 

rocks.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Routinely, oil and gas have been recuperated from sandstone or carbonate supplies where hydrocarbons are caught in 

well associated system of pores and cracks. Ongoing progressions in petrol advances, like parallel drilling and hydraulic 

cracking, oil and gas can likewise be recuperated whimsically from less-created mudstone (shale) repositories. Profound 

and tight stone formation of heterogeneous lithology and mineralogy with ineffectively associated nanometer-

/micrometer-size pore systems. Among the critical factors in evaluating the oil/gas efficiency capability of shale supplies 

(likewise alluded as to shales) are the porosity and permeability of these oil-and additionally gas-bearing stone 

developments. Porosity of a rock is the volume of void space, which can be loaded up with various repository liquids 

(e.g., oil, gas, water) at different immersions, though porousness of a rock is the capacity of these liquids to stream inside 

and between the pore space. Shales are portrayed by exceptionally low porosity (commonly under 5%) and extremely 

low porousness (regularly under 1,000 nD), which make them trying in recuperating monetarily feasible hydrocarbons. 

Deciding the volume of oil and additionally gas present in a repository (oil-and additionally gas set up), and it's capability 

to course through supply pore/break system into the wellbore, helps oil industry to comprehend and advance the creation 

of a supply [1]. 

Foreseeing flow through porous medium is vital for a wide scope of scientific and engineering ventures including power 

cells, oil and gas recuperation, geologic carbon storage geothermal energy, material composites, and atomic garbage 

removal [2]. The inward construction of a porous medium characterizes its capacity to send liquid it's porousness. These 

porous shapes are regularly heterogeneous and range a few significant degrees in scale, especially in carbonate rocks, 

which are a plentiful topographical material for both oil and gas repositories and carbon stockpiling locales, making 

forecast of porousness in these cases particularly troublesome [3].  

Generally, porousness has been estimated in center food tests utilizing Darcy's law, which depends on mass porosity 

estimations and the pressing factor drop across the center during stream. This technique can be costly and tedious. 

Besides, it gives little understanding into the nearby multi-scale underlying effects on a porousness, which is a very much 

perceived and huge test for upscaling carbonates since mass estimations don't give sufficient data to precisely extrapolate 

stream properties to different examples dependent on primary data. Additionally, stream estimations at the center scale 

are regularly not agent of stream at the repository scale because of enormous scope heterogeneities present in the supply 

that are not caught in a little cm-scale center example [4]. 

This paper aim in building a machine learning model, that will be used in estimating the porosity and permeability in 

Carbonate Rocks. 
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II. RELATED WORKS 

Routinely, oil and gas have been recuperated from sandstone or carbonate supplies where hydrocarbons are caught in 

well associated system of pores and cracks. Ongoing progressions in petrol advances, like parallel drilling and hydraulic 

cracking, oil and gas can likewise be recuperated whimsically from less-created mudstone (shale) repositories. Profound 

and tight stone formation of heterogeneous lithology and mineralogy with ineffectively associated nanometer-

/micrometer-size pore systems. Among the critical factors in evaluating the oil/gas efficiency capability of shale supplies 

(likewise alluded as to shales) are the porosity and permeability of these oil-and additionally gas-bearing stone 

developments. Porosity of a rock is the volume of void space, which can be loaded up with various repository liquids 

(e.g., oil, gas, water) at different immersions, though porousness of a rock is the capacity of these liquids to stream inside 

and between the pore space. Shales are portrayed by exceptionally low porosity (commonly under 5%) and extremely 

low porousness (regularly under 1,000 nD), which make them trying in recuperating monetarily feasible hydrocarbons. 

Deciding the volume of oil and additionally gas present in a repository (oil-and additionally gas set up), and it's capability 

to course through supply pore/break system into the wellbore, helps oil industry to comprehend and advance the creation 

of a supply [1]. 

Foreseeing flow through porous medium is vital for a wide scope of scientific and engineering ventures including power 

cells, oil and gas recuperation, geologic carbon storage geothermal energy, material composites, and atomic garbage 

removal [2]. The inward construction of a porous medium characterizes its capacity to send liquid it's porousness. These 

porous shapes are regularly heterogeneous and range a few significant degrees in scale, especially in carbonate rocks, 

which are a plentiful topographical material for both oil and gas repositories and carbon stockpiling locales, making 

forecast of porousness in these cases particularly troublesome [3].  

Generally, porousness has been estimated in center food tests utilizing Darcy's law, which depends on mass porosity 

estimations and the pressing factor drop across the center during stream. This technique can be costly and tedious. 

Besides, it gives little understanding into the nearby multi-scale underlying effects on a porousness, which is a very much 

perceived and huge test for upscaling carbonates since mass estimations don't give sufficient data to precisely extrapolate 

stream properties to different examples dependent on primary data. Additionally, stream estimations at the center scale 

are regularly not agent of stream at the repository scale because of enormous scope heterogeneities present in the supply 

that are not caught in a little cm-scale center example [4]. 

This paper aim in building a machine learning model, that will be used in estimating the porosity and permeability in 

Carbonate Rocks. 

2.   Literature Review 

[5] built a prescient model, which depended on the results of routine principal survey data and information on central 

depth, top and base profundities of useful skylines. In other to have the best model, they compared different machine 

learning algorithms. The best performance of the model in terms of prescient capacity and generalizability for each of 

the three stone attributes together was that of a two hidden layers Neural network. Different Algorithms, like Support 

Vector Machine and Linear Regression, still performed well on the dataset. In general, the applied methodology permits 

anticipating the modification of porosity and porousness during desalination in permeable rocks and furthermore, 

assessing salt focus without direct estimations in a lab.  

[6] Utilized probabilistic neural networks (PNNs) to display lithofacies successions as an element of well logging 

information to foresee discrete lithofacies conveyance at missing spans. The well log understandings considered for 

lithofacies characterization and penetrability displaying were neutron porosity, shale volume, and water immersion as an 

element of profundity. In any case, the deliberate discrete lithofacies types are sand, sandstone, and porosity. Precise 

lithofacies grouping was accomplished by the PNN as the complete percent right of the anticipated discrete lithofacies 

was 95.81%. 

[1] carried out a survey on  the effect of repository imprisonment (weight) on porosity and permeability of shales utilizing 

two advanced rock 3D models, which addressed nano porous natural/mineral microstructure of the Marcellus Shale. Five 

pressure situations were recreated for various profundities (2,000–6,000 feet) inside the creation time frame average 

oil/gas supply inside the Marcellus Shale play. Porosity and permeability of the pre-and post-pressure advanced stone 3D 

models were determined and thought about. A negligible impact of weight on porosity and penetrability was seen in both 

3D models. The trial results have direct ramifications in deciding the oil-/gas set up and evaluating the creation capability 

of a shale supply under different pressure conditions  

[7] present an original technique for upscaling multimodal porosity–penetrability connections utilizing machine learning 

based multivariate underlying relapse. Primary ascribes (porosity, stage availability, volume division, and so on) of each 

sub-volume were separated utilizing picture investigation apparatuses and afterward relapsed against the tackled Darcy–

Brinkman–Stokes (DBS) penetrability utilizing an Extra-Trees relapse model to infer an upscaled porosity–porousness 

relationship. Ten experiments of 3603 voxels were then displayed utilizing Darcy-scale stream with this AI anticipated 

up scaled porosity–penetrability relationship and benchmarked against full Darcy–Brinkman–STOKES (DBS) 

reproductions. All mathematical reenactments were performed utilizing GeoChemFoam. They discovered great 
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arrangement between the full Darcy–Brinkman–Stokes (DBS) recreations and both the mathematical and AI up scaled 

models, with the AI model being multiple times less computationally costly. 

[8] gathered 53 center examples with logging information from the Lower Cambrian dolomite supply in the Tarim Basinto 

set up solid strategies for penetrability and porosity forecast. Five normal porousness porosity relationships and six 

machine learning strategies were applied to the center information and logging information to assess the relevance or 

forecast execution of various techniques. Their proposed coordinated methodology incredibly further developed the 

porousness forecast precision with the most noteworthy R2 of 0.869, showing that the mix of the customary penetrability 

model and Machine algorithms could decrease the impact of heterogeneity on penetrability expectation. 

[9] introduced a case ten investigation testing the viability of artificial neural networks and genetic algorithms for 

predicting eleven of penetrability in close carbonate rocks. The most minimal RMSE from the ordinary porousness 

twenty-one conditions was from the RGPZ condition, which anticipated the test dataset with a RMSE score of 220.458%, 

while the most noteworthy RMSE came from the Berg condition, with a RMSE of 2.368. By doing a correlation of 

twenty-three, the RMSE for the genetic algorithm and artificial neural network algorithms were 240.433% and 0.38%, 

separately. They credited the better execution of 25 machine learning methods over traditional ways to deal with their 

upgraded capacity to display the availability of pore microstructures brought about by mutually dependent and contending 

diagenetic measures. 

[10] propose a model for foreseeing porosity and penetrability of oil supplies by utilizing a machine learning idea and 

petrophysical logs. A thorough machine learning procedure called Least Squares Support Vector Machine (LSSVM) was 

utilized. The Least Square Support Vector approach was developed and tested by means of sampled data recorded from 

northern Persian Gulf oil repositories. The result acquired from the Least Square Support Vector model were contrasted 

with the pertinent genuine petro actual information and the yields accomplished from different techniques utilized in their 

experiment. The normal relative total deviation between the methodology assessments and the significant genuine 

information was observed to be under 1% for the least squares SVM approach.  

[11] propose two new relationships, with and without gathering analysis, for penetrability forecast. The outcomes are 

promising, as they arrived at the midpoint of 16 score 17 got with 50 repetition is bigger than 0.96. The authors gave a 

significant instrument to penetrability forecast dependent on mathematical techniques that recognize the pore structure 

by considering 19 fundamental patterns in the estimations.  

[12] used 400 completely saline solution-soaked 3D miniature CT pictures of Bentheimer and Clashach miniature center 

attachments. They applied different three-measurement picture investigation methods to evaluate the rock properties (for 

example porosity, total penetrability) and to separate pore structure data, for example, pore throat conveyance, pore 

availability and pore harshness from these pictures. The entire picture dataset is isolated into two separate subsets, 80% 

for training purpose and 20% for testing purpose. The two subsets are taken care of to a computerized reasoning-based 

model to check and approve the outcomes. To work on the exactness of the model, k-overlay approval strategy is carried 

out. The precision of the created model can be improved by fusing extra data, for instance rock mineralogy. In any case, 

the created model is restricted just previously mentioned rock types can be effectively stretched out to other stone sorts 

gave sufficient miniature CT pictures are accessible. 

 

III.  METHODOLOGY 

 

Dataset Feature Extraction Model Building Model Evaluation

Model 

Classification
Deployment to Web

Carbonate Oil 

Reservoir Random Forest Classifier
Confusion Matrix

Petro-Physical-Rocks-Types

Python Flask

 
Fig. 1 Architecture of the Proposed System 

    Dataset: The dataset utilized in this work is the final sampled data collected by clerke last from Arab-D carbonate oil 

supply. Clerke gained almost 450 High Pressure Mercury Injection Capillary Pressure (HPMI) estimations in the Arab D 
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repository; be that as it may, Clerke's last examples were haphazardly chosen from 1,000's of pre-qualified center 

examples guaranteeing an expansive conveyance and portrayal of all Petrophysical properties. Clerke fit a Thomeer 

hyperbolas to each pore framework in each example to produce the distributed Thomeer Capillary Pressure boundaries 

including Bulk Volume Occupied (BVi), shape of Capillary Pressure bend identified with the inconstancy of pore throats 

(Gi) and the Initial Displacement Pressures (Pdi) for each pore framework I. From these information Clerke set up the 

PRTs dependent on the Initial Displacement Pressures for each pore framework and the quantity of pore frameworks 

present in each sampled data. [13]. Figure 2 shows the first 10 rows of the dataset 

 
Fig. 2   Training Data 

Feature Extraction: The dataset consists of 14 columns ranging from depth, permeability, porosity to rock index. Here 

we applied feature extraction in reducing the dataset columns from 14 columns to 3 columns, in other to have the best 

training samples of the proposed model. The reduced columns used in training the proposed model, are permeability, 

porosity and rock index column., while other columns/features were used for analysis.  

Model Building: The model was trained using Random Forest Classifier. 80% of the Reservoir data to the random forest 

classifier and 20% of the dataset are used for testing. In other to get a better training accuracy, we changed the number 

of estimators until we find a better training result.  

 

MSE =
1

N
 ∑ (fi − yi)2N

i=1   …  (1)   Mean Squared Error 

Where  

N represents the number of points in the data, 

fi is the value returned by the model and  

yi is the original value for data point i. 

 

Gini = 1 − ∑ (pi)
2C

i=1  … (2) Classification Problem 

Where pi represents the relative frequency of the classes reservoir data and c represents the numbers of classes  

 

Model Evaluation: Cross-Validation is an extremely integral asset. It helps in giving a superior information, and it give 

substantially more data about the exhibition of the Random Forest model. In complex machine learning models, it's 

occasionally simple not give sufficient consideration and utilize similar information in various strides of the pipeline. 

Accordingly, In other to get a more clear image of the Petro-Physical-Rock-Types different people in their local locations 

and workplaces, we investigate the warm solace information via completing some statistical examination like plotting of 

diagrams, histograms, order report and disarray measurements. 

 

Model Classification: This has to do with the classification of the Petro-Physical-Rock-Types (Rock index) using the    

just the permeability and porosity data gotten from the carbonate reservoir database. The classification includes: 

1. Macro with Meso Grains: Clean carbonate grain stone with colour cyan 

2. Macro with Micro Grains: Clean clay size carbonate stone with colour dodge-blue 

3. Macro with Meso and Micro Grains: clean carbonate grain stone with clay size carbonate with Blue colour. 

4. Meso Porous Rock: Highest ratio of porous rock with colour yellow 

5. Meso and Micro Porous Rock: Second highest ratio of a porous rock with colour orange 

6. Micro Porous Rock: Smallest ratio of a porous rock with colour brown. 

 

Algorithm of the proposed model 

Step 1: Load carbonate Reservoir data 

Step 2:  Apply feature extraction to select few features 
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Step 3: //Split the data into training (80%) and test (30%)set 

Step4: X_train, X_test, y_train, y_test = train_test_split 

Step5: (x_process, y_process, test size = 0.20) 

Step6: //Import Random Forest Classifier 

Step7: Rfc = RandomForestClassifier() 

Step8: Rfc.fit (X_train, y train) 

Step9: predicT = Random.predict(X test) 

Step10: //Evaluate model accuracy 

Step11: Evaluate(Random) 

Step12: Return Random 

 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

This system present a smart system for predicting the porosity and permeability of Petro-Physical-Rock-Types from a 

carbonate reservoir using Random Forest Classifier. The system starts by using an Arab D carbonate reservoir dataset, 

which was fine tuned by [13]. The dataset consist of fourteen columns which comprises of Depth, permeability, porosity, 

pore throats, displacement pressure, bulk volume, mode, and rock index which can be seen in figure 2 . We applied 

feature extraction by selecting just three features from the dataset. The selected features are permeability, porosity and 

rock index columns. This columns were selected so as to train a model that predicted the porosity and permeability of 

Petro-Physical-Rock-types using permeability and porosity data. We prepared the dataset by assigning the permeability 

and porosity column to x variable and the rock index column as y variable. The training data was then used in building a 

model using Random Forest Classifier which we imported from sklearn.ensemble. We trained our proposed petro-

physical-rock-types model using n_estimators=100. By n_estimators, we mean the number of nodes present in the 

Random Forest Classifier. We set the number of nodes in the Random Forest Classifier to be 100. We trained our model 

by passing the training data to the Random Forest Algorithm. The trained model showed a promising accuracy of about 

100% approximately. Figure 5 and 6 shows the evaluation performance of the model in terms of classification report and 

confusion matrix. Figure 3 shows a bar chart that represent the different classes of Petro-Physical-Rock-Types and the 

various pore size they belong to and the specific colour they posses. Figure 4 shows a scatter plot of permeability against 

porosity, which shows that the increase in permeability determine the increase in porosity. This indicates that the higher 

the greater the permeability and porosity, the easier it becomes to extract oil or natural gas from the rock. Figure 7 shows 

the deployment of the trained model to web using python flask in building a smart system that predicted the porosity and 

permeability of Petro-Physical-Rock-types by collecting input data from the user. Figure 8 shows the predicted result 

shows a meso porous rock.  

 
Fig. 3: Petro-Physical-Rock-Types 
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This shows the pore size of the different classes of Petro-Physical-Rock-Types starting from macro with meso grains, 

macro with micro grains, macro with meso and micro grains, meso porous rock, meso and micro porous rock to micro 

porous rock. The classified classes are six. 

 
Fig. 4: Scatter Plot showing the increase in permeability and porosity of a Petro-Physical-Rock-Type. 

 

 
Fig. 5: Classification Report of Our Proposed Model. 

 

These shows a promise performance of our model with a training accuracy of about 100%, precision 100%, the support 

shows the total number of prediction carried out by our model 
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Fig. 6: Confusion matrix 

 

This shows the correct prediction of our trained model 

 

 
Fig. 7: Homepage of the Web App 
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Fig. 8:   Predicted Result 

This shows that the rock has a high porosity. Therefore, it is good to extract oil or gas 

 

V. CONCLUSION    

    This paper presents a smart system for predicting the porosity and permeability of petro-physical-rock-types. The 

system starts by training a model using just the permeability and porosity data gotten from a reservoir database. The 

reservoir data consist of a total of 14 columns which was reduced to just three columns. The reduction was done by 

selecting just the most important feature by means of feature extraction. The model was trained using just the selected 

features. The model was used using a Random Forest Classifier with number of estimators to be 100. The model achieved 

a better training performance by obtaining a training accuracy and precision of about 100% each. We evaluated the model 

performance by plotting a classification report and confusion matrix. The trained model was them save and deployed to 

web using python flask for future prediction of porosity and permeability in carbonate rocks. The results generate by the 

trained model on web is very impressive. This was done by collecting just permeability and porosity data from users 

through an input form. This paper can be improved by predicting a continuous flow of porosity in a carbonate rock using 

a well log data. 
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